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            SAJNI CHUDASAMA19:45 15 Feb 23
                                Amish is a true artist and an asset to the Aesthetics Pharmacists within the Industry. He has a great aesthetic eye, a confident and skilled injector and pays attention to detail. For anyone looking for a reliable injector who is most importantly a healthcare professional in the Kent region, look no further!
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            C L16:51 31 Jan 23
                                Friendly and professional clinic. Felt totally at ease for my anti-aging injections . Everything explained and extra advice given. Brilliant
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            Nicky Harman23:44 30 Jun 22
                                So very pleased with the clinic..if your considering any of the treatments avalible then this is the place you ..attention to detail..very relaxed atmosphere. ..glad I found Armish..super professional with a calming Manor.
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            Kasia B12:29 06 Mar 22
                                I couldn't recommend Intrigue Cosmetic Clinic  highly enough.I'm very happy with the results of my treatment.Amish was extremely helpful and happy to answer all my questions beforehand.Look forward to my next visit:)
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            Stacey Ash13:41 06 Dec 21
                                My second time seeing Amish for my Botox, he is by far the best when it comes to Botox. I wouldn’t go anywhere else!
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            Heena Patel20:27 10 Nov 21
                                Absolutely thrilled with my treatment I received....amish is very experienced and highly trained. I felt comfortable and will definitely return for further treatments. I have botox on my forehead and results were amasing! So glad to find him!
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            Vienna Owen16:37 10 Nov 21
                                Fantastic clinic and very highly skilled aestheticians! I have been to a few different places over the years and I have never received such amazing results as I do with Intrigue Cosmetic Clinic, definitely a client for life! I won't trust anyone else with my face now!
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            natalie tester21:26 20 Sep 21
                                I would highly recommend Intrigue Cosmetic Clinic! I had the 'liquid nose job' and am still so over the moon with my treatment over a year later ❤ this was the first time I had had any kind of facial injection. Amish made me feel completely at ease and talked me through the whole process. I look forward to my next visit! 😊
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            Nicky Harman15:31 02 Aug 21
                                Very professional, excellent Manor and superb results,so glad I went.
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            Sim S11:15 20 Jul 21
                                This is a much, much long overdue review. I have been a patient of Amish since 2018 and every single treatment that I have had with him has exceeded my expectations. I have been to many other clinics in the past and have left feeling very disappointed with my results. Amish takes his time to understand your concerns, whereas most clinics these days treat every face as the same. Therefore, I can say that Amish is honestly the best in the business, not only is he trust worthy but he is also honest and extremely meticulous with his work. I have had family members that have also been to Amish through my recommendation and they are all very happy with their results too. I will never go anywhere else for my aesthetic treatments!
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            Madeline Hughes17:20 12 Jul 21
                                I drove an hour and a half to see Amish to have a non-surgical nose job and it was such a great decision, completely worth it and I’m really happy. He was so kind and calm, he reassured me and spoke me through everything. Was down to earth and answered any questions I had. I would 110% recommended to anyone and especially those who are nervous!
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            S Y H C10:02 24 May 21
                                I had lip injections - This was the first time I had ever had cosmetic surgery - Chose Amish Patel due to him being highly recommended by others - Excellent from start to finish, made me feel at ease, took his time to explain everything fully and ascertain what I would like to achieve - administered the injections perfectly, they didn’t hurt at all - I will be a long term customer as I wouldn’t want to go anywhere else - Flawless service 10/10
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            Isabel Meekcomes16:14 05 May 21
                                This is the very first time I had enhancements done on my face and Amish made me feel at ease and talked me through what was going to happen. The experience was not bad at all and the results are amazing. Amish is just a magician... fabulous work and thoroughly recommend him because of his skill and honesty! Thank you for making me look and feel great!
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            Sonia Shah15:46 29 Apr 21
                                I had been highly recommended to come and see Amish and he exceeded my expectations!  A true professional but extremely down to earth - his passion truly shines through. He definitely has a great way of calming any anxieties down. Excellent results - I will surely be back!
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            Martin Poynter13:41 23 Apr 21
                                First time at the clinic for Botox and Fillers, Amish made me feel very relaxed and talked through any concerns I may of had, felt totally at ease and in very professional hands, no pressure to have any treatments, Amish advised on what would suit for my face and my areas of concern.I am absolutely loving the immediate results of the marionette fillers, so pleased and looking forward to my 2 week checkup.
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            kimberley Bracey11:58 21 Apr 21
                                Brilliant service. Made to feel comfortable and settled my anxiety for first time botox. Clearly explained the procedure and side effects. The treatment room was clean and good hygiene practice. They also made sure to book in for follow up in two weeks. Will definitely be booking again.
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            Sandra Bogatcheva08:09 20 Apr 21
                                I had botox done on 2 areas at Intrigue Cosmetic Clinic and was amazed at the result. The botox worked super well, I am so happy with the result, and the service and value for money was 10/10. I highly recommend Dr Amish Patel. Thank you so much Dr for my lovely smooth face!!
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            Stocks Tuition06:20 20 Apr 21
                                Amish made me feel so welcome on my first ever visit today. I’ve never had anything cosmetic done and my nose has been the reason for low self confidence for 2 decades, as well as not liking my 2 more recent forehead lines. I had Botox and the non surgical nose profile correction and I’m astonished by how easy and quick the results were. He was so professional, down-to-Earth, compassionate and understanding, allowing me to ask all the questions I wanted before proceeding. A lovely gesture to include a subsequent review appointment in the price as well as any alterations that may need attending to too. Brill, friendly service, thank you Amish 😊
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            Aisha B.17:05 23 Mar 21
                                Amish is very reassuring and honest - he will tell you if you don't need need something! Very little to no downtime after filler.
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            vichris chiwell21:34 14 Sep 20
                                A Professional friendly modern clinic .After having several problems with Botox treatment I was very unsure & worried about the risk of Botox in the wrong hands again.But when I met Amish i Found him to be very knowledgeable and trustworthy after his reassurance I felt very relaxed about having treatments at his clinic.I will certainly return.Many thanks Intrigue !!!
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            Kam Bains17:07 05 Aug 20
                                I am so glad that I found Intrigue Cosmetics! Friendly & a very professional service.Amish made me feel so comfortable about the procedure & he gives the best advice on what procedure would best suit my face & what would not work.I trust him 100% with my treatment/procedure.I will definitely be using only Amish going forward. Thank you Amish & will see you soon.K
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            Keeleigh Matthews17:24 20 Jul 20
                                Very professional, talked me through everything.My lips turned out amazing I’ve had no problems healed very fast.Looking forward to come back for my next procedure.Thank you so much
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            Marina Atticus21:04 11 Jan 20
                                I had the non surgical nose job.From the consultation to the procedure, I felt comfortable and safe!I am over the moon with my nose.. my smile is now full with confidence and I can not thank Amish Patel enough!
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            J Thomas17:36 04 Jan 20
                                Amish was very welcoming,  full of helpful advice,  and very professional.  I felt at ease right from the start.  We discussed my treatment in detail,  and what I should expect.  After my follow up appointment,  I was completely happy with my results,  and I will definitely be going back for more treatment with Amish at Intrigue Cosmetics.
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